Ultrasound parameters of calcaneal bone density in girls with anorexia nervosa.
Osteoporosis is common in patients with anorexia nervosa (AN), but ultrasound has so far been scarcely used to detect it We measured calcaneal broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA) and velocity of sound (VOS) in 26 AN girls (mean age 15.1+/- 1.5 years) using a Cuba Clinical device (McCue Ultrasonics, UK). Basic anthropometric (body weight, height and body mass index--BMI) and clinical data (mean duration of AN, number of absent cycles, weight loss) were collected. All of the girls reported that they did at least one hour's vigorous exercise a day. BUA was significantly lower (p<0.004) and VOS significantly higher (p<0.0001) in comparison with reference data. Body weight and BMI at the time of the measurements were significantly lower than the reference data (p<0.0001). There were no correlations between body weight or height and BUA or VOS, but there was a slight correlation between BUA and BMI (r=0.4, p<0.05) and a slight inverse correlation between VOS, body weight and BMI (r=-0.48 and r=-0.43, p<0.01). VOS slightly correlated with weight loss (r=0.4, p<0.05), significantly with the weekly number of exercise hours (r=0.48, p<0.01). The duration of AN, the number of missed cycles and the percentage of weight loss did not correlate with BUA, and neither the duration of AN nor the number of missed cycles correlated with VOS. The low BUA value could be attributed to poor nutrition, and substantial physical activity may lead to the increase in VOS. In conclusion, girls with AN have low BUA and high VOS values, neither of which correlate with the duration of AN or the number of missed cycles.